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Executive Summary
The way in which we read has changed
dramatically with the dawn of the digital
age. Information is available with the
touch of a button, or a tap of the finger. As
the transition has been made from paper
to screen, our understanding of what this
means for both our personal reading
behaviour and wider society is not entirely
understood, and often misunderstood.
The effects, especially of social media ,
on wellbeing have come under particular
scrutiny.
This report begins by exploring how
we explore content in this new reading
environment, and whether this has
had any effect on key areas such as
concentration, memory, and mental health.
We then look at what we are consuming,
and how economic and social models
underpinning the production of content
for online markets are radically different
from the models which preceded them in
the offline world.
Providing a clear analysis of the differing
effect of reading, for example, an eBook on
a Kindle and Twitter on a smartphone, can
be challenging. However, we can say that
depending on the activity, concentration,
attention and memory can all be affected
to varying degrees, at least in the very
short term. Our own original analysis of
the Millennium Cohort Study found that
children who spend more time on social
media, for example, are less likely to report
being happy with their life. However, this
is a complex area which is hotly disputed.
The available evidence suggests that
screens themselves appear, in moderation,
not to have any significant impact on
health and wellbeing. Besides which,
reverting to a world where the only written

words are physically printed not only
seems wildly impractical and potentially
regressive but also avoids the crucial issue
of what, not how, we are consuming.
Many of the new problems we have
identified in the report can be associated
with the way in which new content is
consumed, but we cannot escape the
fact that much of the harm is caused by
substance rather than the style of content
now available. We therefore propose a
range of new measures for both the
government and the industry to create a
truly enlightened society of readers and
writers for the new digital age.

Recommendations
A Rebalanced Attention Economy
Recommendation 1: The Government and
universities should commission further
research on the design and behavioural
factors that lead to healthier, more
community-spirited online spaces.
Recommendation 2: The Government
should work with and fund the publishing
industry to develop a ‘Citizen Editors’
voluntary training scheme.
Recommendation 3: As part of the Digital
Charter initiative, the Government should
look to develop a public service publishing
ethos, which should apply to all publishers,
including technology platforms. The longterm priority should be to ensure that the
public service publishing considerations
materially alter search engine optimisation
and content-promoting algorithms, so that
harmful and poor-quality content is less
valued.
6

Recommendation 4: The Government
should work with tech companies to
develop new product standards that can
allow users to control their settings more
easily or that have default settings that
promote a better reading environment.
For example, a ‘reading mode’ could
immediately switch online browsing on
smartphones to optimal settings for
reading (e.g. blocking distracting pop-ups/
adverts).
Recommendation 5: The Government
needs to reinvigorate the character and
resilience education agenda in all schools,
colleges and adult education settings. This
should be incorporated into Ofsted’s new
inspection framework.
Support for quality content creators
Recommendation 6: The Government
should zero-rate VAT on ebooks,
audiobooks, digital newspapers, journals
and other online publications.
Recommendation 7: The Government
should make sure that both it and The
Charity Commission deliver on recent
promises to enable the philanthropic
funding of public interest journalism, as
recommended by the Cairncross review.

compensated by tech companies, as
Article 11 recommends, if they prefer.
Reading and Writing in Society
Recommendation 10: The Government
should invest in school and college
libraries with the ambition that all schools
can provide access to safe reading spaces
that protect children from the attention
economy whilst they read online.
Recommendation 11: The Government
should work with reading charities to
ensure that all disadvantaged children
enjoy an entitlement to a universal summer
reading and creative writing programme
over the summer holiday as part of a
broader cultural enrichment strategy.
Recommendation 12:
The Government should develop a national
lifetime book gifting scheme, enshrining
book ownership and reading as a key
citizen entitlement. It should also work
with publishers to explore the possibility
of public book banks, run by Reading
Ambassadors.

Recommendation 8: Arts Council England
should spend more on literature and the
Government should encourage it to do so.
It should also ensure that the UK retains
its membership of Creative Europe, with
funding access, after Brexit.
Recommendation 9: The Government
should consult with the publishing
industry on a potential publishers’ waiver
on Article 11 of the Digital Single Market
Directive. The objective should be to put
publishers themselves in control of their
own rights, so that they can pass on their
licence to publish if they choose, but be
7

Introduction: A new world of words
Fewer things seem more important, more central to the human condition, than
reading. The beauty and utility it provides our lives is so vital it can almost seem
banal. As Scout says, in To Kill a Mockingbird, when Miss Caroline threatens to restrict
her reading privileges:
“Until I feared I would lose it, I never loved to read. One does not love breathing”.
It appears that many of us in Britain feel a little like Scout does about reading. Around 200
million books are sold each year, amounting to hundreds of millions of hours of reading.1
And that is before we even factor in the magazines, periodicals, journals, research papers,
pamphlets, webzines, blogs and all the other countless conduits for the written word we
voraciously consume. The contents of which – with friends, family, colleagues and even
complete strangers – mediate our conversations and ultimately our lives.
Demos believes passionately in the power and pleasure of reading. In our recent report,
A Society of Readers, we highlighted how reading even has the potential to alleviate some
of the great social problems of our time, from social mobility to loneliness, mental and
physical health challenges. Allowing ourselves to dream a little, we called for:
“A society that saturates itself with books for everyone at every point of life. A state
that marks significant life events with the gift of reading – especially to its children.
A school system where children, by and large, arrive with a love of reading that was
handed down to them by their parents who were supported at various points in
their life to turn to books themselves…
…a society where workplaces may even carve out the time to allow their employees
time to attend further reading classes and reading groups. And a society that does not
forget that its ill and ill-informed not only have cognitive needs but imaginations that
can still light a fire too – and where we encourage them to share these imaginations
by bonding with their contemporaries over the written word.”2
We still hold fast to that vision of a society of readers. However, the written – or spoken
– words we so cherish do not leap fully-formed onto our pages or screens of their own
accord. Sadly, for writers, there is no magic way of moving directly from thought to
expression. Rather, those words are discovered, curated, cultivated, edited, proofed, factchecked, nurtured and ultimately published by one of the most strategically important
industries, both culturally and economically, in Britain. Last year alone, the publishing
industry created £3.2bn worth of direct gross value added to the UK economy, supported
70,000 jobs and generated immeasurable soft power capital.
However, the purpose of this report is not merely to recant the prior importance of
publishing to delivering a genuine society of readers. Rather, it is to understand how that
industry might help us tackle some urgent social challenges that, in this case, may lie a
little closer to home. Because one thing that you can say about reading and publishing in
the 21st century which requires very little research is just how profoundly the way we do
both has changed. For one, vast swathes of the published written word are now viewed
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on screens that have come to dominate, if not our lives, then certainly the way we access
information about the wider world. Fully two-thirds of adults (64%) say the internet is an
essential part of their life, a statistic that would have been unthinkable even ten years
ago, when smartphones were only just beginning to take hold of the communications
market.3 That today this figure seems unsurprising only shows how far we have come
in so short a space in time. Both the reading environment and the publishing industry
have been totally transformed. We live in a new world of words.
It is, though, a new world that people are beginning to worry about. To read the Government’s
recent Online Harms White Paper,4 for example, is to enter a dark world of cyberbullying,
radicalisation, fake news and poor mental health outcomes – especially for young “digital
natives” (those who grew up in the digital age and have never known a world without
the internet). Some of these issues have been associated by some commentators with
the shift in our reading environment, the over-exposure to screen time, in and of itself.
However, by far the larger concern and bigger public policy debate, concerns content.
Yes, as Bill Gates remarked presciently and more optimistically over 20 years ago –
“content is king”.5 But sadly not always in a good way – the content we, and young people
especially, read online could be harmful. Worse still, an entire economic edifice – what
some commentators have called the “attention economy” – could be quite deliberately
keeping us hooked on inaccurate, harmful or emotionally exploitative content.
This was not quite how Gates saw it going. Yet if we want better content in our lives
then surely it pays to examine the lessons we could learn from an industry that has been
informing and entertaining us through its judicious moderation of words for centuries?
We believe it does and that, more importantly, it may be the only way towards healthier
online spaces and a true society of readers.
The report is divided into four chapters.
Chapter 1 assesses the evidence base for a range of social problems that have been
linked to this shift in the digital reading and content environment;
Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive picture of the societal attitudes and lived experience
of British citizens in the modern attention economy;
Chapter 3 explores the social role of publishing in Britain and what lessons we can learn
that might meet some of our harmful content challenges;
Chapter 4 suggests a reform agenda with which policymakers might boost publishing’s
social role, tackle the damaging incentives of the attention economy, create safer online
spaces and help nurture a society of readers.
As well as desk-based research, this report is underpinned by a mixed-method
approach that draws upon two discussion groups with members of the public (both
in London); a nationally representative polling survey; secondary quantitative analysis
of the Millennium Cohort Study, a comprehensive literature review and a short semistructured qualitative interview series with experts and policymakers operating with
the publishing industry. Further details about our methodological approach – and
the Millennium Cohort Study analysis in particular – can be found in Appendix One.9

01.
Reading and wellbeing in the
digital era
It is important, at the outset, to
have a firm grasp on all aspects of,
and social challenges that might
arise from, the profound shift in our
reading culture.
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The digital age has brought with it huge changes in the way we produce and receive
published content, with the vast bulk of the information we consume now read on
screens, produced by an ever-proliferating array of content producers. The effects of
this dramatic shift to the reading and content environment are well researched but
hotly disputed. Social media content in particular has been held responsible for a
wide variety of online harms – from shaking faith in democracy through the passive
promotion of disinformation, right the way through to altering the way our brains
store and process information. This chapter assesses the evidence base for a range
of social problems that have been linked, rightly or wrongly, to this shift in the digital
reading environment:
•
•
•
•
•

Screen usage (and associated negative impacts);
Worse concentration;
Poor mental health and wellbeing;
Effects on neuroplasticity and memory;
Misinformation.

If this list seems broad, then that is deliberately so. For though this report is ultimately
about how publishing can improve the digital content ecosystem, it is important at
the outset to have a firm grasp on all aspects of, and social challenges that might
arise from, the profound shift in our reading culture. That said, it is also important
to appreciate the challenges and limitations associated with researching this area.
Firstly, the literature studying the effects that flow from this profound change is
clearly in its infancy. But also concepts such as “screen time” are usually defined
differently across different studies, often covering multiple facets of digital use that
make little analysis of the content consumed. The concept of “screen time” itself
has been called “statistically noisy nonsense”.6 Therefore, providing a clear analysis
of the differing effect of reading, for example, an eBook on a Kindle and Twitter on a
smartphone, can be challenging.

Screen usage and the reading environment
One area of research that has received significant scrutiny is the impact that the shift
towards more reading on screens has had upon our reading habits in and of themselves
(as distinct from their potential link to social harms such as mental health challenges).
For example, there is a well-advanced argument that the shift from printed word to
digital screen has significantly changed the way we interact with our media, making
us less likely to read a document linearly and instead encouraging habits such as the
rapid scanning of text for key information. A 2005 study by Liu supports this hypothesis,
suggesting that screen-based reading is characterised by more time spent browsing,
scanning, keyword spotting, engaging in non-linear reading (reading out of order) and
reading more selectively. Conversely, screen reading meant less time spent on in-depth
and concentrated reading, and being more prone to distraction.7 Similarly, Myberg found
that common activities typically performed when reading certain types of information
on paper – such as highlighting and annotating – have not yet fully migrated onto the
digital screen.8 For example, while scanning and skimming are ubiquitous in all forms of
reading, it is easier on digital technology with the use of keyword searching and scrolling.9
11

There are also concerns that the move away from physical books and the corresponding
loss of a tactile element to reading means that something essential is lost from the
experience. Labelling this feeling “haptic dissonance”, Gerlach and Buxman argue that
in failing to recreate this tactile experience, screens and e-readers may prevent people
from navigating long texts in an intuitive and satisfying way.10 There is at least some
market evidence to back this up too – print books are still the most popular form of
books purchased in the UK, with 62 percent of 16-24 year olds – i.e. so-called digital
“natives” – also preferring physical books over their digital equivalents.11 Furthermore, a
2009 study by Sanchez and Wiley suggested that reading text on a screen and scrolling
through that information could decrease comprehension and reduce the understanding
of complex topics. 12
Aside from the impact screen reading has on reading habits, there are also a number of
widespread worries that too much screen time can be harmful. For example, prolonged
periods of looking at a screen have been found to put strain on the eyes leading to
“computer vision syndrome”, or “digital eye strain”, with symptoms including eye strain,
headaches, blurred vision, dry eyes, and neck or back pain. Medical guidance has adapted
to this with the so-called 20:20:20 rule, which recommends looking away from the screen
every twenty minutes, for twenty seconds, at something that is twenty feet away.13
More recently, concerns have grown about the blue light emitted from devices such
as smartphones and the potential impact on sleep quality and duration. For example,
Harvard University researchers found that the blue light emitted by the most popular
handheld devices can suppress the sleep hormone melatonin for about twice as long,
when compared with a control green light, as well as also shifting our natural circadian
rhythms by twice as much (3 hours vs. 1.5 hours).14 This research backed up a 2015
study that such devices “often generate substantial short-wavelength (blue-enriched)
light emissions that can adversely affect sleep.”15 However, the study did not examine
whether using these devices before sleep had a significant effect on sleep quality
and duration directly. Moreover, whilst an analysis of the 2016 US National Survey of
Children’s Health found that “Each hour devoted to digital screens was associated with
3-8 fewer minutes of nightly sleep and significantly lower levels of sleep consistency”,
the research concluded that screen use “has little practical effect on pediatric [sic] sleep”,
and that “contextual factors surrounding screen time exert a more pronounced influence
on pediatric sleep compared to screen time itself”.16 Ultimately, a lack of sufficient trial
evidence makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the causality of any links
between screen use and poor sleep at this stage. It is possible, for example, that an
“effect-cause” relationship could explain the link as people with pre-existing insomnia
may increase phone use while they are struggling to sleep. The guidance from the Royal
College of Paediatrics and Child Health (RCPCH) currently recommends that screens
should be avoided one hour before bed, so as to reduce stimulation from the light or
the content of the screens.17

Concentration
There is also a wide body of literature that suggests the presence of a wide range of
digital devices on our person is having a profound effect on our concentration, and
12

consequently our productivity. A 2015 examination of the impact of new technology upon
multitasking patterns in everyday settings found, perhaps unsurprisingly, that activities
like studying, doing homework, learning during lectures and learning from other sources
are all negatively affected by concurrent multitasking with technology. Young people who
multitask frequently may be poorer at ignoring irrelevant environmental information and
focusing on the task at hand.18
Similarly, a 2005 study on “infomania” (the negative effects of “always-on” technology)
found that distraction diminishes IQ test performance, with the impact greater for males
than females.19 Noisy conditions – including receiving text messages, phone calls, and
emails – also precipitated a striking increase in self-reported stress; on a 0-10 scale of
“stress experienced during the test”, women reported an increase of 4.75 - 6.75. For men,
this increased from 2.75 to 5.5.
So why do we multitask so widely when it appears to have such a detrimental effect on
our productivity? Research has found that while it may not fulfil our cognitive needs,
it is effective at meeting emotional needs, like being entertained or feeling productive,
without actually meeting the cognitive needs of studying effectively or getting work
done.20 Moreover, the positive feelings associated with multitasking create a feedback
loop that makes people more likely to multitask in the future.
Research by Marci found that “digital natives” – those who were born in and never
remember anything other than the internet era – switch their attention between media
platforms 27 times per hour – about every other minute, and 35% more than “digital
immigrants” (i.e. those who migrated to the digital world, with some experience of the preinternet era).21 “Digital natives” also spend significantly more time using multiple platforms,
which leads to a “more constrained pattern of emotional engagement with content”. They
are more likely to use media to regulate their mood, with the study suggesting that as
digital natives grow tired or bored, they turn their attention to something new.22
Of course, this is not entirely a new challenge of the smartphone era. Numerous studies
also suggest that mobile phones may distract our attention in different settings.
Interruptions by mobile or conventional phones, whether it be through notifications or
phone calls, can easily derail our train of thought.23 However, there appears to be a great
deal of evidence to suggest “engagement with smart devices can have an acute impact
on ongoing cognitive tasks” in the very short-term.24

Mental health and wellbeing
Clearly, there has also been a lot of concern around the impact increased digital
activity has on mental health. This has been especially prominent following the death
of Molly Russell, whose parents held Instagram, and the dissemination of graphic
content on the platform, partly responsible.25
For such policy reasons – as well as data ones, with young people easily comprising
the biggest usage group26 – most research has focused on younger age groups and
tends to focus specifically on the impact of social media, rather than on other types
13

of short-form or low-quality media content. However, in truth it is incredibly difficult to
assess the impact a person’s digital activity or social media usage specifically has on
their general mental health. Not only is the available data highly open to interpretation,
even when there are stark relationships it is often extremely difficult to attribute causality.
As such, journalistic articles that emphasise the supposedly negative effects of social
media upon mental health sometimes fail to distinguish between different types of social
media platforms, or different classifications of frequency of use, or different definitions
of wellbeing, and so on.27
The existing academic literature is equally mixed. Some studies have found that Facebook
use, for example, can improve self-esteem28 by “satisfying users’ need for self-worth and
self - integrity. 29 However another study, based on surveys sent to participants after every
time they used Facebook, have found that increased use of that particular platform can
decrease overall wellbeing.30 Meanwhile, the recently published King’s Trust Youth Index
found that nearly half of 16-25 year olds surveyed (46 per cent) think that comparing
their lives to others on social media makes them feel “inadequate” – a finding partially
reflected in our focus groups and polling analysis (see Chapter Two).
Overall, the impact of Facebook on wellbeing can vary greatly depending upon how the
user interacts with it. Research by Burke and Kraut, for example, found that receiving
direct communication from trusted friends is more likely to increase wellbeing than
scrolling through their photos.31 Equally, one theory – dubbed the “Goldilocks Hypothesis”
– posits that moderate use of social media can have a net positive effect, allowing the
exercise of social skills and increasing connection to peers. 32 There is, according to the
same study conducted by Przybylski and Weinstein (academics from the University of
Oxford and Cardiff University respectively) a level of digital activities that is “just right”.
Too little, and the user would forego the benefits that digital activities bring; too much
and other potentially rewarding activities, such as real-life social interaction, might be
foregone. On the other hand, when Demos conducted a thorough quantitative analysis
of the latest wave of Millennium Cohort data, we found that the participants – now aged
fourteen – who spent more time on social media seemed to suffer a range of worse
wellbeing outcomes (see next page).33
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Demos’ original quantitative analysis of the Millennium Cohort Study35
Demos analysed Wave Six of the Millennium Cohort Study which includes a range of
questions about social media use and other digital habits. The fieldwork for this Wave was
carried out in 2015, when the participants in the sample (just under 12,000) longitudinal
series were 14 years old.
In our analysis, we defined a low social media use group as those who use social media
up to one hour per day (34.6 % of total sample). Medium social media use is defined as
one or two hours per day (32.3 %) while high use is defined as three or more hours per
day (33.1 %).
Our top line findings are as follows:
Reading
• Reading for joy correlates with happiness at school. 62.5% of children who read
for joy are happy with their school work whereas only 49.6% of non-readers say
the same.
Consumerism
• Social media use seems to reinforce consumerism. 14 year olds who spend three
or more hours per day on social media are over 20 % more likely to care about
popular labels, compared to those who spend up to an hour per day (at 82.6 %
compared to 61.9).
• Frequent readers, on the other hand, seem to care less about popular labels than
their peers, at 63.5 % compared to 79.3 %.
Happiness
• Children who spend more time on social media are less likely to report being happy
with their life. Among children who use social media no more than one hour per
day, seven in ten (69.9 %) report feeling happy. Among high social media users,
only half say the same (52.5 %).
• Girls especially tend to be unhappy when they spend a lot of time on social media.
Only 46.5 % of the high use group report being happy with their life, compared to
64.4 % for boys in the same group. Girls are also more likely to be heavy social
media users (43.6 % for girls versus 22.5 for boys).
• Children who spent three or more hours per day on social media were also more
likely to report concentration problems. The figure was 60.5 for the high use group
compared to 49.2 % for the middle use group and 45.2 % for the low use group.
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Body image and mental health
• Children who spend more time on social media are less likely to be happy with the
way they look (29.7 % for the high use group, compared to 47.5 % for the low use
group). This difference is driven especially by girls who spend a lot of time on social
media. They have the worst body image of any group, with only 21.6 % saying they
are happy with their body.
• Among girls who spend three or more hours per day on social media, six in ten are
hoping to lose weight (60.0 %). For girls who spend little time on social media, it is
closer to four in ten (43.2 %). For boys, we see similar patterns but much less stark.
• Self-harm is more common among high social media users. 14 year olds who
spend three or more hours per day on social media are twice as likely to self-harm
as their peers who spend more time offline, at 23.3 % compared to 9.1 and 11.4 %
for the low and middle use groups respectively.
• Again, this is more pronounced for girls. Of girls who spend more than two hours per
day on social media, almost three in ten (29.3) have self-harmed over the last year.
• The high-use group was also more likely to experience feelings of self-hatred, at
35.7 %, compared to 17.1 % for the low social media group.
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However, in fairness, many studies into social media and its effects (including Demos’s
original analysis of Millennium Cohort Study data) are based upon secondary quantitative
analysis of large, often self-reported datasets. However, when the Oxford Internet
Institute performed a specification curve analysis it found that though there is clear
empirical evidence linking high levels of digital technology use to negative impacts upon
psychological wellbeing, the association is actually “too small to warrant policy change”.36
In short, there needs to be more research into digital use and wellbeing, with clearer
data and more thorough analysis. We are confident this will emerge soon – the evidence
base on this topic is growing all the time. However, for now firm conclusions are perhaps
inadvisable.

Effects on neuroplasticity and memory
Neuroplasticity can be defined as the “ability of the nervous system to respond to intrinsic
or extrinsic stimuli by reorganizing its structure, function and connections.”37 In other
words, the brain can rewire itself to adapt to new environments. The degree to which our
brains are plastic changes across our lifespan, but this depends on a number of genetic
and environmental factors, and how they interlink.38
There is a large body of evidence that neuroplasticity can be observed with meditation
and treatment of brain injury. However, the idea that the brain might be “re-written”
through repeated overuse of digital media – which has been a regular focus of media
articles39 – is extremely contentious. Indeed, more broadly there is a mixed and varied
literature on whether a causal link between use of digital technology and changes in
the brain can be established.
Perhaps the most notable proponent of the idea is Baroness Greenfield, who has written
extensively on the supposedly harmful effects of short-form media content, particularly
on younger people and children. Comparing the effects of technology, she is quoted
saying “I want parents to be so aware of the risks of the technology that they intervene
to stop their children doing it, like with smoking.”40
Greenfield argues that technology – incessant exposure to social media, search engines
and videogames – is capable of rewiring our brains and questions whether the minds
of “digital natives”- those who grew up with the technology – are different to “digital
immigrants” (those for whom social media is relatively new). Her book, Mind Change,
draws an analogy between this issue and climate change in terms of the scale of the
social challenge we may soon face.41 This compliments the long body of material that
purports to find a link between changes in the brain and use of digital media – for example,
by Carr42 and Small.43 However, Greenfield’s research has been subject to much criticism
from some scientists and clinicians. Writing in the British Medical Journal (BMJ), Bell
(et al.) expressed a concern that “Greenfield’s claims are not based on a fair scientific
appraisal of the evidence, often confuse correlation for causation, give undue weight to
anecdote and poor-quality studies, and are misleading to parents and the public at large.”44
Putting the neuroplasticity debate to one side, the widespread prevalence of internet
17

enabled devices does seem to have significantly changed the way we obtain information.
Now, with the power of search engines like Google, we can instantly find volumes of
knowledge greater than the multi-volume encyclopedias of yesteryear. Alongside this
rise in knowledge, off-shore and at our fingertips, have come worries that the availability
of information has had a detrimental effect on our memory. In 2011, a study by Betsy
Sparrow et al. looked at how we memorise information when we expect it to be stored
by a computer for later use.45 It concluded that instant access to information through
search engines may have an impact on our ability to memorise information in the long
term. By relying on our devices to produce information, we would be more likely to discard
information, knowing that it would be instantly available. This research coined the term
“digital amnesia” to describe this effect.46 Similarly, a study in 2015 found that those who
think more intuitively and less analytically when given reasoning problems were more
likely to rely on their smartphones. 47 The available evidence therefore suggests that
when we turn to devices such as search engines, we generally learn and remember less
from our experiences. However, it should perhaps be pointed out that such concerns
regularly emerge when new technologies create better ways to store information. For
example, similar studies found the same phenomenon occurs with more traditional ways
of storing knowledge, such as the “Rolodex”.48

Addiction
While the evidence of a clinical addiction to technology has not yet been scientifically
established, there have been increasing concerns in recent years. Excessive online
gaming has been classified as a disorder by the World Health Organisationm, which says
that “when gaming takes precedence over other activities in a person’s life” it becomes
a medical disorder.49 Meanwhile, in the UK, the NHS has started offering treatment for
“gaming disorder”.50
The Government has recently published the Online Harms White Paper which raises
“designed addiction” as an emerging concern.51 It claims that some online products
use “seemingly small but influential features” such as ‘likes’ in order to retain attention,
encouraging use for a longer period of time. These features could “exacerbate” existing
addictive traits in an individual. It could also enable existing addictive tendencies such
as gambling.
The key question as far as this report is concerned is whether such “designed addiction”
techniques are utilised to ensure that the reading environment online is not conducive to
the production of high-quality content. Like many of the topics discussed in this chapter,
conclusive evidence remains to be found. However, this issue is considered further in
Chapter 4.

Misinformation
The digital age has brought with it the ability to disseminate information almost
instantaneously, largely bypassing the editorial mechanisms of the past. This has had great
advantages. Previous Demos research, namely our project, Plugged In,52 demonstrated
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the utility of social media as a vehicle for meaningful social change and activism. We are
now able to access and share content at a previously unthinkable pace, and the creation
of content has been democratised to a considerable extent.
However, these changes have brought new and complex problems. The ability to broadcast
information with little to no editorial control lends itself to the spread of “misinformation”
– the accidental proliferation of information that is not true, and “disinformation” – the
deliberate proliferation of falsehoods. This has implications for “the fabric of democracy
itself” according to the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee.53
It is vital that people have trust in the information that they consume, in order to make
informed decisions. Currently that does not appear to be the case. According to the
2018 Reuters Institute Digital News Report54, 44% of people have trust in general media,
falling to only 23% on social media. Moreover, the recently published Cairncross review
found that “Half of UK adults worry about ‘fake news’ or disinformation”. A quarter do
not know how to verify sources of information they find online.55 Of course, misleading
information is far from a recent phenomenon, but the technological environment allows
the spread of such content on a much wider scale and at a much greater speed.
From our own polling, trust in all forms of media to deliver impartial accurate information
is low across the population. Only 30% of UK adults trust academic papers or reports
to deliver this, while only 25% trust newspapers. Social media and magazines were only
trusted by one in ten (11% and 10% respectively).
The next chapter elaborates on this, and asks what the general public thinks more
broadly about these issues.
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02.
Britain inside the attention
economy
To obtain a deeper understanding
of some of these emerging social
problems, we brought in the voices
of the public.
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In the previous chapter, we surveyed the literature and evidence that documents the
impact of the new digital reading environment. To recap on some of the main findings:
• There is some evidence that screen-based reading differs significantly from physical
reading – with less time spent on in-depth and concentrated reading.
• There is some evidence of a relationship between digital consumption and
concentration in certain situations.
• Social media has mixed associations with wellbeing, but there is some evidence
that excessive use tends to be detrimental on a range of outcomes.
To obtain a deeper understanding of some of these emerging social problems, we
undertook two focus groups with members of the public, granting us a deeper insight
into people’s lived experience of the transformation in the media and content landscape.
We also undertook an original, nationally representative survey of 2000 adults in the UK,
to assess attitudes to these challenges at a societal level.
This chapter presents the findings of this phase, presenting a comprehensive picture of
Britain in the attention economy. Some of our top line findings include:
• Two in five (42%) 18-34 year olds self-identify as addicted to social media. However,
only 26% of 18-34 year olds think the amount of time they spend online is unhealthy.
• Nearly half (46%) of the public find reading books enjoyable, compared to 19%
saying this about social media.
• Three in five (59%) think social media content should be edited.
• Disinformation or “fake news” ranks highest (54%), followed by mental health
conditions (46%) and self-harm or suicide (45%) from a list of social challenges
caused or made worse by social media.
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Polling
Social media addiction and satisfaction
Social media is the most widely consumed form of media. Over half (54%) of UK
adults read social media every day.
While younger people (18-34) use social media the most often – 65% use it at least
once per day, as opposed to 43% of those aged 55+ – they tend to have more negative
perceptions about how addicted they are, how enjoyable they find it, and how relaxed
it makes them feel. A quarter (25%) of UK adults say they are addicted to social media,
with a clear age correlation. Two in five (42%) 18-34 year olds are addicted, compared to
11% of those aged 55+. This aligns with the trend we observed in the first chapter of the
rising worry of younger people not feeling able to control their usage of digital media – a
theme further explored in the focus groups below.
Curiously, this does not translate to a direct perception that time spent on social media
is inherently unhealthy. 17% of all UK adults think the amount of time they spend online
is unhealthy, while 37% consider it to be healthy. However, those who are 18-34 are twice
as likely to say the amount of time they spend online is unhealthy compared to those
aged 55+ (26% vs 12% respectively). While young people are the most prolific users of
social media, they are the group that is most likely to have negative opinions surrounding
their usage of it.
When thinking about the range of social issues we identified in the previous chapters
that could be caused or made worse by social media, disinformation or “fake news” ranks
highest (54%), followed by mental health conditions (46%) and self-harm or suicide (45%).

Relaxation and Utility
Our findings suggest that the predominant usage of social media and digital technology
more widely is based less around enjoyment, and more focused on the utility it can bring.
When it comes to relaxation, almost half (46%) of UK adults find it relaxing to read a
book, while only 10% find it relaxing to read social media. Similarly, 46% of the public find
reading books enjoyable, compared to 19% saying this about social media. One in five
find that reading books helps them to learn a lot, and helps them to sleep (both 20%),
and that it makes them feel intellectually stimulated (19%).
On the topic of utility, one in five (22%) find they can access information quickly when
reading social media, compared to 10% saying this about books.
Reading social media content also makes people feel more connected to the world than
reading books; 19% say they feel engaged with the world when reading social media,
compared to 8% saying this when reading a book. This gives an indication that books
are used more for escapism and relaxation, while social media is used more for its utility.
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I find it
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It makes
It makes
me feel
me feel
It helps me It helps me engaged
It puts me
intellectually
learn a lot
to sleep
with the stimulated on edge
world

None of
these

Social Media

Fig 1: Thinking about reading a book or reading material via social media, which of
the following apply to you? Please select all that apply.

Type of reading

Generally, each type of media reader prefers reading their media offline, with the exception
of academic papers or reports; of those who have read an academic paper or report, 40%
say they prefer to read them online, compared to 27% preferring to read them offline. Of
the different media types presented in a graph below, two in five (40%) said they did not
trust any of them to deliver impartial accurate information. Trust levels were lower the
older you were; 45% of those aged 55+ said they did not trust any of the media types
listed to deliver impartial accurate information, compared to 31% of 18-34 year olds.
Similarly, when thinking about media trust in delivering high-quality, thought-provoking
content, trust levels were also fairly low. Academic papers or reports (35%) were most
trusted to deliver this, followed by newspapers (34%).

Online/Digital
Offline/Physical
No Preference

Fig 2: Which of the following types of media do you prefer to read online (e.g. on a
computer, smartphone, tablet or e-reader), or offline (i.e. possess a physical copy)
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Highly
Trustworthy
Somewhat
trustworthy
A little bit
trustworthy
Don’t know
Not
trustworthy
Net: less
trustworthy

Fig 3: To what extent do you trust the following types of media to deliver impartial
accurate information?

Trust in media

Public trust is low in all forms of media, especially social media. Trust levels in media
delivering impartial accurate information is fairly low across the population, and even
lower on social media.
Academic papers were the most trusted, with 30%, while only 25% trust newspapers.
Social media was among the least trusted and magazines were only trusted by one in
ten (11% and 10% respectively).

Highly
Trustworthy
Somewhat
trustworthy
A little bit
trustworthy
Don’t know
Not
trustworthy
Net: less
trustworthy

Fig 4: To what extent do you trust the following types of media to deliver high
quality, thought provoking content?
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Potential solutions
Interestingly, people are overwhelmingly supportive of the idea of a social media moderator.
Three in five (59%) think social media content should be edited by moderators, while a
quarter (24%) do not think it should be edited. This sentiment the moderators should
edit content is highest among the older population; 71% of those aged 55+ think social
media content should be edited by moderators, compared to under half (45%) of 18-34
year olds.

Terrorism

Self harm or suicide
Other

None of the above

Political division

Mental Health Conditions
Lower reading ability

Lower education standards

Loss of community

Loneliness

Lack of sleep

Don’t know

Disinformation or
‘fake news’

If social media was edited by moderators, the public think this would most help
combat disinformation or “fake news” (48%), followed by self-harm or suicide (41%) and
terrorism (35%). A third (33%) also think it could help combat mental health conditions.

Fig 5: If social media content were edited by moderators what social issues do you
think that might help? Please select all that apply.

Focus Groups

In order to further explore these findings, Demos gathered two focus groups with similar
demographics, including both high and low users of social media and of mixed reading
ability.
Both groups were given a short survey on their wellbeing upon arrival. The first group
proceeded to read traditional printed books for fifteen minutes while the second browsed
their phones for the same period of time. They were then asked questions about their
reading habits, opinions on the change in the reading landscape, as well as the impact
this had on them personally and on wider society. While we certainly cannot claim the
following discussion to be representative of the population as a whole (or for our presurvey reading selections to be a particularly scientific process!) the attitudes expressed
do provide a useful qualitative exploration of the themes uncovered in our literature
review. Both focus groups took place in the Demos offices in London.
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Each focus group commenced by asking the participants how they felt after their
respective time reading. Broadly speaking, the group that read the printed books reported
feeling more relaxed than the group that spent time on their phones.
Both groups had extremely mixed views on the benefits and drawbacks of digital
technology. Most participants saw technology as a tool to assist in the daily practicalities
of life such as mapping and news, but mainly exclusively used printed books to read for
pleasure. This is especially true of the older participants who tended to use the “basic”
features of their devices such as making phone calls and sending SMS messages.
There was a general perception among some participants that their usage was “too
much” and spoke of trying to reduce usage, frequently mentioning “phone addiction”.
Both groups mentioned the ‘Screen Time’ feature recently introduced on iPhones.
The groups were negative overall about the perceived impact social media has on society
in general, citing mental health concerns: fear of missing out, comparison to others, and
distraction from other, “more worthwhile” social activities.

Personal reading habits
When reading for pleasure, participants in both groups were almost unanimous in their
preference for long-form books (and usually, though not always, for non-screen reading).
When they did read shorter-form content, it was usually on their mobile devices and for
very practical purposes.
Amongst the reasons given for the preference, the feel of the book and the paper was
frequently cited:
“I still read books, physical books for my pleasure but news, and apps and everything,
I do everything like that on my phone, but never real books because real books are
different, they’re what I want to savour and I love them and I love the feel of them
and everything about them. Everything else like the news and stuff I scroll through
on my phone. It’s different.”
Female Participant, Group 1
There was also a fairly regular implication that books were special and ‘more noble’
than digital content which was described as almost being disposable:
“I like reading my news and like gossip articles or any sort of stuff like that online
because you can just sort of discard it, and you can open it up in a tab and swipe
it away afterwards.”
Female Participant, Group 1
Some participants mentioned that they read books on e-readers such as the Amazon
Kindle:
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“I used to read books but now I prefer the Amazon Kindle. So, I read on Kindle nearly
every day. Because, I love novels and [ …] I like the internet. Cause I want to get in
touch with my country, which is Mauritius. That’s keeping in touch with everything
happening over there and all over the world actually.”
Female Participant, 50-65, Group 2
However, many preferred the physical feel of a book – seemingly supportive of the haptic
dissonance hypothesis (see Chapter One):
“I just think there’s something about a book, a physical book, turning the page,
looking back at it. With a Kindle on the tube, I just wouldn’t do it, I tried it for a bit,
but I really don’t like it.”
Male Participant, 18-25, Group 1
While there was recognition that advances in technology had made the lives of the
participants easier in many ways, physical books still held a central role in their lives:
“It’s so convenient for a start, and it’s a lot easier to read The Guardian app on my
phone than to have The Guardian on the train – especially with the trains these
days, if you opened it you’d have no space. Emails and everything are so quick,
you’re not wasting time waiting for post. You can look up any article and things
like that. I use it for absolutely everything, but not to replace my treasured books.”
Female Participant, 40-50, Group 1
As we identified in Chapter One, there is evidence that new reading behaviour can be
characterised by skimming and scrolling when interacting with content on screens. This
was reflected in our participants:
“I read just the first paragraph that’s say and that’s all you need. When I’m in Uni,
I have to read big articles, I can skim through them so quickly, picking out bits of
the information. When I need to read articles I can skim through that I don’t need
to sit down and read them. My brain can process the words so fast you don’t need
to sit down…”
Female Participant, 18-25, Group 2

Attention Span & New Reading Environment
There was a recognition that the new reading environment wasn’t always conducive
to productivity. Many got the impression that they were constantly overwhelmed with
different distractions and tasks while reading on a screen:
“Reading from a screen you feel pressure to read as if you are working. When there
is a lot of information there which you feel you have to get through. You tend to
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rush through it. Going to the next article, email whatever. Sometimes you are not
taking it off, absorbing it, not digesting it.”
Male Participant, 30-45, Group 2
“Even if I’m looking for my emails, I know half of them are junk, I have to sit and
delete them, they are worth deleting. It’s like a whole other checklist of things you
have to do. When I got three WhatsApp notifications, two Snapchats and these are
more things I have to keep doing… It is quite stressful sometimes.”
Female Participant, 20-30, Group 2
“You are not concentrating on one thing. Reading a book- you are concentrating
in the book, you are in the moment, in a story. With a phone, If I was on BBC news,
I’m doing my emails, doing work staff. Doing it all at the same time , you can go
back to each one within a second. No real concentration effort going into what
you are reading.”
Male Participant, 30-40, Group 2

Tech Addiction
Despite the personal benefits the participants extolled, there was a broad consensus
that digital technology has had a negative overall impact on society. Multiple participants
amongst both groups were concerned that the quality of real-life social interaction had
declined:
“I think people lose their ability to actually engage in a conversation or will base
their conversations off something they’ve just seen on the news. There’s nothing
natural, it’s very superficial these days”
Female Participant, 18-25, Group 1
“Nobody speaks to anybody anymore. The conversation is lost. You can be at a
bus stop with 20 people they are all around not talking.”
Male Participant, 30-45, Group 2
There was much discussion about the possible addictive effects digital media has on
people in general. Many sought to limit their screen time with the implication that too
much could be harmful:
“I think probably with a lot of screen time generally, mainly the laptop and the phone,
I try not to over indulge in it. I give myself limits.”
Male Participant, 30-40, Group 1
Furthermore, many participants lamented the widespread use of phones in society,
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especially amongst younger people:
“I think some people don’t know when to stop. I think it can be very addictive. I look
around sometimes and I can see some people are affected because they’re losing
their social skills, and manners, you go out to dinner, see a group of people, and
half of them if not more are all on their phones instead of having a conversation
and socialising, laughing and joking. They’re all glued to their phones.”
Female Participant, 18-25, Group 1
“It is a dumb society, kids are getting more stupid. It’s shocking.”
Male Participant, 40-50, Group 2
“I mean, I go to pub quite a lot. People in the pub are on the phone, they are not
drinking, they are on the phone all the time.“
Male Participant, 30-40, Group 1
However, some found that phone use was not a problem for them. This tended to be
the opinion of older participants:
“I’ve had a mobile since the mid 90s but I don’t feel addicted even now you’ve got
smartphones and everything. If I left the house without it I wouldn’t go back, even
if I was out the whole day.”
Male Participant, 40-50, Group 1
Some participants spoke of a simpler time where technology was not prevalent.
Interestingly, these tended to be the younger participants:
“I think people coped back in the day. I wasn’t around then. I don’t know when the
first mobile phone or whatever was first invented, but everyone grew up just fine
just having books”
Female Participant, 18-25, Group 1
Even among the older participants, there was a sense that with the instant availability of
information had made society more concerned with instant gratification, less likely to read
longer-form content when they could access short-form content almost immediately:
“I think people are less patient. You can get it all instantly. You expect everything
quicker now.”
Female Participant, 40-50, Group 1
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There was also a worry that short-form, instantly available content has hampered critical
thinking skills:
“They can get stuff, information but it’s all on the screen. There is no thinking outside
of the box you can’t solve the problem without the phone”
Male Participant, 30-40, Group 2
However, that opinion was not unanimous, with wide recognition of the benefits
instant access brings:
“I think it’s brilliant. I know what you’re saying about people looking less patient
but why would you want to spend ages looking up something if you can just find
it instantly?”
Female Participant, 60-70, Group 1

Mental Health
As discussed in the literature review, there is mixed evidence as to whether digital
technology, and more specifically social media, has any effect on our mental health.
Our focus groups were less circumspect, with people generally perceiving the impact
of social media to be negative in this respect:
“I think it affects people’s sleep, people’s mental health, people’s wellbeing. With
social media, although it does some good, it also leads to a lot of harm.”
Female Participant, 18-25, Group 1
The ability to compare ourselves to many of our friends’ seemingly perfect lives was
raised:
“It seems to be magnified. When I was at school there were 30 girls for me to
compare myself to but now with the internet, they’ve got hundreds that people
compare themselves to”
Female Participant, 40-50, Group 1
“I feel like people don’t have confidence anymore because people have quite low
self-esteem. ‘Cause online, you can put the perfect parts of your life and that’s all
everyone sees successful people want you to see that. People don’t tell you about
bad things, … everyone thinks other’s lives are so perfect.”
Female Participant, 30-40, Group 2
There was, however, scepticism about the overall effect:
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“I mean I wouldn’t like to say anything because it would be based on supposition.
How many mental health issues did people have before they were engaged in
digital technology. A lot more research has to be done on that before we start
thinking of ways of tackling it, but could be forcing those companies to become
more responsible and not facilitate that kind of thing.”
Female Participant, 60-70, Group 1
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03.
The social role of publishing

It is important that the vast
opportunities of online publishing
do not come at the expense of the
quality of content.
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It is important that the vast opportunities of online publishing do not come at the expense
of the quality of content. The past chapters have revealed that most challenges for
reading online revolve not around the medium or style of content, but the substance
of the content. This chapter will look at how to improve the quality of content and the
structural incentives that might be able to prevent low-quality, harmful content that can
have deleterious effects upon wellbeing.
The economic and social models underpinning the production of content for online
markets are radically different from the models which preceded them in the offline
world. In many cases the economics that incentivise the creation of risky, exploitative,
and damaging content would never have been commercially viable in the traditional
publishing industry.
Of course, democratisation of our content has offered a voice to those who have previously
not been able to express themselves, enriching many areas of our cultural landscape.
The detrimental impact on mental health, for example, is unlikely to be caused by the
medium of delivery and more likely the content itself. Besides which, reverting to a world
where the only written word is a physically printed one not only seems wildly impractical
and potentially regressive but also avoids the crucial issue of how to build towards an
economic model that incentivises quality and protects readers from harm.
This chapter therefore sets out the established social role of publishing across three
key areas – the trust economy; encouraging reading and writing for pleasure; and peer
review and research – before attempting to draw out some preliminary lessons about
what publishing can offer the new content landscape in its desire to reduce harm and
contribute towards a true society of readers.

The Trust Economy
Clearly, the publishing industry has a significant impact upon the British economy in
material terms. According to research by Frontier Economics, the industry could contribute
up to £7.8bn gross value added (GVA), employing up to 70,000 people when freelancers
and the supply chain are taken into consideration.56 Interestingly, this is equivalent to
around £113k GVA per worker meaning that the UK’s publishing industry is extraordinarily
productive. The industry also enjoys a high-export profile, with physical book exports
alone contributing a £1.1bn surplus to the UK’s net trade position, a status which sees
it as the largest physical book exporter in the world in real terms, not just per capita.
When the UK faces a huge trade deficit and repeated Governments, of all stripes, have
sought to boost the country’s export profile, that would tend to suggest that maintaining
publishing’s competitiveness should be seen as a significant industrial policy goal (though
it does also tend to suggest that the publishing industry, like all trade-sensitive industries,
could be exposed to the impact of Brexit and future trade agreements).
However, in terms of publishing’s social role, its role in shaping what might be called the
“trust economy” is arguably more significant. As projects such as the Edelman Trust
barometer demonstrate, British institutions are not in a strong position when it comes
to trust.57 Yet it is difficult not to see that the transformation in the content landscape
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has played a significant role in eroding faith in our institutions, indeed even in our own
confidence to judge information sources accurately – a study by the American Press
Institute found that only 27% of Americans are personally optimistic that they can
identify factual reporting as distinct from commentary and opinion.58 Platforms have
an impact here – in research conducted for the British Council in 2017, Demos found
that only 16% of young people in the UK trusted news seen on Facebook, as opposed
to 45% who trust established online news sites. Furthermore, 35% felt that it was fairly
to very difficult to tell the difference between truth and lies on social media.59
It is important to state that this profound erosion of the trust economy has not occurred
overnight and nor clearly is it driven entirely by the changing nature of the content,
media and information ecosystem. Nevertheless, the impact of social media – in news
reporting and consumption in particular – is difficult to overstate. This is not only true
when considering the content itself, but also the structural incentives of the attention
economy social media has created: a paradigm shift in how news and information is
sourced, funded, reported, received and communicated to the public has taken place.
The basic point here is that the funding stream for the new digital ecosystem is
predominantly based on advertising revenue from third parties as opposed to directly
from the customer. As Tim Wu’s magisterial book The Attention Merchants highlights in
depth, advertising as the primary funding source for information is nothing new and, in
fairness, there are some upsides – it is frictionless, free and inclusive (i.e. disadvantaged
people enjoy the same access point in price terms) and clearly maximises convenience.60
Nevertheless, the move towards a content ecosystem dominated by and ultimately
gatekept by Google, Facebook and the other tech giants has materially changed the
balance within the trust economy. The problems are becoming increasingly apparent –
not just in terms of the online harms already discussed, but in terms of the challenges
it presents existing, established, high-quality content producers. Organisations that
previously enjoyed a key role in mediating democracy itself have found their business
models rendered inoperable, slavishly tied to the whims of the social media algorithms.
Faced with falling revenues, this has meant the techniques that work in the new content
landscape become more widespread across the whole content industry. And so we
arrive in a world of “clickbait”, “churnalism”, “listicles”, relentless data capture (with strong
financial incentives for bending the rules), micro-targeted adverts and a trust economy
that favours advertising metrics over more normative and subjective considerations –
the bottom line over trust, time, quality and even truth.
The economic model of the publishing industry is clearly based upon a different approach.
Whether purchasing a book or access to an academic journal, the end consumer is usually
the one who funds the bulk of the publishing activity. This makes the economic selfinterest of the content producer clearer and more direct, with a much greater emphasis
on building a trusting relationship with the consumer. The length of the content matters
here. Long-form content requires that deeper relationship – the consumer’s attention
must still be retained – but cheap sensationalism, of the sort that taps deep into our
innate emotional responses, is not sufficient to engage the reader over time. This shifts
the content-consumer relationship towards trust, because trust is necessary to establish
that deep and sometimes magical bond between writer and reader.
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But so much for expounding the obvious differences between high-quality published
content and the ephemera of social media – what policy or societal lessons can we
draw from this? Well, perhaps that, however impractical it may seem – not to mention
the huge questions of liberty, free speech and concentrating elite power it raises – there
may be, as our polling suggested, latent support for a more edited internet.
How this is delivered is difficult to fathom at this stage (we will discuss this more in
the following chapter), particularly when there is a societal expectation that content on
the internet will be provided free of charge, and with minimal friction – digital denizens
expect to be allowed to upload, read and share content without having to wait for
moderation or fact-checking procedures . The public are certainly voting with their
wallets in this respect, at least in the news industry – currently only 7% of UK adults pay
a subscription for online news services, while only 1% have donated to an online news
source.61 Nevertheless, the continued robust health of the wider publishing industry, not
to mention the growing popularity of services such as Netflix and Patreon shows that
an appetite exists for payment and subscription-based models of content production.
More important, is the question of who would ever be trusted to step into the breach as
content curators to deliver healthier online spaces. And here, perhaps is a role for the
skills and expertise of the publishing industry. Because though our polling found trust
in short supply, edited content, particularly from academic or expert sources, seemed
to have an edge. And there is clearly some latent support for the view that providing
access to accurate, well-edited information is a key function of the publishing industry.

Writing and reading for pleasure
It may seem obvious, but the societal importance of encouraging people, especially
children, to read high-quality long-form content for pleasure (of their own free will,
and anticipating satisfaction) cannot be emphasised enough, not only for educational
outcomes but also emotional wellbeing.
Evidence shows that those children who are the most engaged with literacy are three
times more likely to have higher levels of mental wellbeing than children who are the
least engaged (39.4% vs 11.8%).62 A landmark OECD study conducted in 2009 found
that children who read for pleasure daily or nearly every day are a year ahead in reading
performance versus those who never do63. From our analysis of the Millennium Cohort
Study, we found that reading for joy correlates with happiness at school. 62.5% of children
who read for joy are happy with their school work whereas only 49.6% of non-readers
say the same.
Demos’ recent report, A Society of Readers also found that reading has transformative
potential as a policy intervention that could radically improve social outcomes on issues
such as loneliness, social mobility and overall health & wellbeing.
Moreover, a major literature review by The Reading Agency found that among adults,
the main outcomes reported were enjoyment, relaxation and escapism. This ties in with
the sentiments expressed from our focus groups that reading for pleasure provides a
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way to “recharge” from the stresses of everyday life. One participant who took an hour
per day away from screens to read for pleasure said:
“It relaxes me, it clears my mind. Work is a very stressful performance
based environment and having that hour away, just to sort of reset [...] I’m more
proactive, and get better results.”
Female Participant, 18-25
This also aligns with our polling which found that almost half (46%) of UK adults find it
relaxing to read a book, a key indicator of wellbeing.
There is also a strong body of evidence that suggests writing long-form content has
significant benefits for mental health, memory, and overall wellbeing. Writing therapy
is a recognised way of reducing stress, and increasing mental resilience. Writing about
traumatic, stressful or emotional events has been found to result in improvements in
both physical and psychological health. In a 2005 study, participants were asked to write
about such events for 15–20 minutes on 3–5 occasions. Those who did generally had
significantly better physical and psychological outcomes compared with those who
wrote about neutral topics.64
Improved memory is also associated with long-form writing. In 2001, a study looked at the
effect of emotional disclosure through expressive writing on available working memory.
Participants assigned to write about their thoughts and feelings about coming to college
demonstrated larger working memory gains 7 weeks later compared with 36 writers
assigned to a trivial topic, and the study found that expressive writing reduces intrusive
and avoidant thinking about a stressful experience, thus freeing memory resources. 65
Conversely, writing about positive life experiences also produces positive outcomes. A
2009 study tested the potential to elicit a broadened attentional focus through writing
about a positive life experience and to derive health benefits from such writing. Participants
wrote for 20 minutes each day for 3 consecutive days about either a positive life experience
or a control topic. Writing about positive experiences led to improved physical health
(measured 4–6 weeks after writing) compared to a control group.66
In terms of the publishing industry, the policy lessons we can draw from the overwhelming
evidence in favour of encouraging reading and writing should be self-evident. That
is, without a flourishing publishing industry, the conditions for a genuine society of
readers – or writers – simply does not exist. Equally, without sufficient policy support
for reading and writing – particularly in the education system – the conditions for a
flourishing publishing industry are not precipitous either. Therefore, it stands that a
strong publishing industry should want more policy support for reading and writing, and
vice-versa, a desire for a society more inclined to reading and writing is contingent upon
a strong publishing industry.
Where the policy task becomes more difficult however, is ensuring, in the age of the
attention economy, that we are creating a reading environment that allows people to
concentrate long enough to enjoy long-form content without being distracted. This is
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particularly important for those who might only be able to access their information and
content online which, as the National Literacy Trust has shown, is more likely to be the
case for disadvantaged young people (which is also one reason why calling for restrictions
on screen time could have a counter-productive impact in terms of social justice).67

Peer review and research
In theory it could be argued that with the advent of digital media, there should be as
few limitations on the publication of content as possible, and that it is ultimately the
responsibility of the individual to discern fact from fiction. However, as we have outlined,
this point of view is not without its problems. Our polling found that public trust in social
media’s ability to deliver both impartial accurate information, and high-quality, thoughtprovoking content is low (11% and 13% respectively). Conversely, academic sources
were the most trusted (30% and 35% respectively). That should spark policy interest in
peer review and its ability to generate trust, given that peer review remains the primary
mechanism for maintaining quality within the academic world. A 2015 study of how
trustworthiness is determined found that peer review remains “king” in the digital age,
being “the most trustworthy characteristic of all.”68
Frequently used in academic journals, peer review is a process whereby an author’s work
is scrutinised by “experts in the same field”69 – the advantages of which are obvious. The
system of peer reviewing creates “a trusted form of scientific communication.” This is
especially important in a field where “knowledge is cumulative and builds on itself”.70 It
acts as a significant obstacle for low-quality research and content and provides credibility
to research that can be substantiated.
It is also fundamentally conducive to trust in the reader. Research that has been peer
reviewed, thoroughly checked and scrutinised creates a certain level of assurance. A
reader can usually have the assurance that a peer reviewed piece of research is of a
high-quality.
However, as with all editorial processes, it can be time consuming – taking several
hours of time from academics who are usually not paid to undertake the reviewer role.
It has also been claimed that the peer review mechanism acts to stifle “new and fresh
knowledge and new developments [in] the scientific community”.71
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04.
Reforming the reading
environment
We set out a range of proposals for
shifting the balance in the attention
economy toward the production and
curation of high-quality content.
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Change brings new challenges, as well as new opportunities. It is never possible to halt
the tide of technological innovation, and nor should we. People now have access to more
information at their fingertips than at any time in human history, and if well managed,
the internet remains a source of extraordinary potential for human flourishing.
But as this report has shown, new ways of reading have been accompanied by new harms.
The role of government and civil society, when confronted with innovation, is to identify
those harms, and introduce new regulations, incentives or systems that minimise them.
This chapter looks at the policy and regulatory landscape in which content is being
produced today, and recommends ways to minimise harm, without trampling on the
creativity and diversity of the online environment. We set out a range of proposals for
shifting the balance in the attention economy toward the production and curation of
high-quality content. We put forward ideas to improve the economics of producing that
high-quality content. And, recognising the vital importance of reading to a healthy society,
we recommend changes that will give individuals and communities a better chance to
experience the joy and connection that comes from a great book.

A Rebalanced Attention Economy
The first step to creating a less harmful and more enlightened content environment
is to understand more about it. At the moment, our knowledge base on what makes
a healthy, community-spirited online space is painfully limited, but it is quite clear that
the design architecture of platforms and online communities makes a substantial
difference to their ethos. Not all online spaces and communities end up like angry Twitter
threads or the YouTube comments channel – some like Wikipedia (a crowdsourced
online encyclopedia), Stack Overflow and GitHub (forums for software developers), and
even football fan forums are tremendously successful examples of civic-spirited, selfregulating, collaborative enterprises. Understanding more about the design, behavioural
and psychological impulses that drive healthy online spaces such as these should be
seen as one of the most important areas of public policy research. So whilst it can be
something of a cliché to call for more research as a policy recommendation, this is one
area where it is certainly justified:
Recommendation 1: The Government and universities should commission further
research on the design and behavioural factors that lead to healthier, more communityspirited online spaces.
However, what we have clearly identified throughout this project is latent support for
our online spaces – and the trust economy in particular – to become more ‘edited’. Our
research seems to indicate that the public supports the idea of online spaces being
edited to a much greater degree than simply excluding illegal content. They would in
many cases prefer the owners of these platforms to perform a gatekeeping role: to make
sensible, judicious, even-handed, impartial decisions about content in their online spaces.
In short, they are asking for online content to be curated by publishers.
This, in a roundabout way, is the principle also accepted by the Government’s Online
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Harms White Paper. That some content is harmful and should never pollute our online
spaces seems to command widespread support amongst the public and policymakers.
The challenge of course is to turn that impulse into something more practical.
This is difficult for a number of reasons. First, there are legitimate moral concerns that
policing online expression raises about free speech, and the constantly litigated question
of where to draw the boundaries between harmful and merely offensive content. Whilst
policy making in this space must be closely informed by what the public thinks, when
considering some of our most fundamental rights and liberties we must ensure that
public opinion is not the only guiding consideration.
What’s more, we live in a world with a content landscape, alongside entire online economies,
geared towards frictionless, free media. And just because people are unhappy with social
media companies and the trust economy as it stands, it should not be therefore assumed
that they would support a move towards a different approach – paid subscriptions for
example – to become the dominant model of disseminating content online. Research by
internet theorist Erik Brynjolfsson has suggested it would take surprisingly large sums
of money for people, as a cash incentive, to give up their access to this model of social
media or online search.72 This calls for a careful balance to be struck and we make two
recommendations:
Recommendation 2: The Government should work with and fund the publishing industry
to develop a ‘Citizen Editors’ voluntary training scheme.
Recommendation 3: As part of the Digital Charter initiative, the Government should
look to develop a public service publishing ethos, which should apply to all publishers,
including technology platforms. The long-term priority should be to ensure that the
public service publishing considerations materially alter search engine optimisation and
content-promoting algorithms, so that harmful and poor-quality content is less valued.
The model we are striving for here remains a voluntarist one: self-regulation of our online
spaces. The best online communities seem to be self-policed, with a strong shared ethos.
However, it is quite clear that this is going to require adaptations – not least, over time, a
move towards developing the ‘online content moderator’ into a key professional position
in the future trust economy. When one considers how dark harmful content can be, and
the negative experiences of many already working as moderators73, this is not a position
that many will be happy to fulfil – and it will require significantly more technological and
psychological training when it becomes further professionalised.
In the meantime, the Government should work with experts in the publishing industry to
introduce a voluntary ‘Citizen Editors’ training scheme for those who mediate our online
spaces – from Facebook groups, to football message boards and fandom communities
– to become better at content moderation. This programme should be modelled on the
successful Community Organisers Expansion Programme, which has trained people in
the skills needed to mobilise local people toward shared action, recognising that these
skills do not just come naturally, and can be nurtured.
The incentives that drive the attention economy will need to change too. From a normative
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standpoint, emotionally exploitative or even inaccurate content should not be prioritised
by search engine or social media optimisation algorithms just because it is more
immediately clickable, or promotes more engagement. This suggests the need for a
shift away from foregrounding material solely because it has proved to be popular, and
towards an approach which takes the quality of that content into account. For many
platforms, this would be a seismic, and potentially fatal, change to their approach to
content recommendation.
In broadcasting, there are a range of platforms, each bound by a different level of public
service obligation. The BBC is a public-service-only broadcaster, in the UK at least. Other
broadcasters like ITV are commercial, but have public service obligations, such as the
amount of advertising they are permitted to broadcast, and the provision of a news
channel. Finally, satellite and digital channels are even less regulated.
This public service obligation model could be recreated for providers of online content.
One interesting model, suggested by the economist Diane Coyle, would be to create
a BBC equivalent: a public service rival to the major online platforms. This may seem
fanciful and, for now, should not be the aim – but nor should it be ruled out entirely if
our online spaces fail to adapt.
Whether a public-service-only model is pursued or not, a middle ground could be
established to create the equivalent of the public service obligations placed on some
commercial broadcasters. This would be a range of publishing standards that technology
companies should voluntarily adhere to in order to be categorised as “public service
publishers”. The goal would be to create a positive incentive for search and social media
companies to take seriously the need for their algorithms to make judgements about
quality when optimising their results. This will not be easy, but recent developments
toward automated fact-checking, enabled by AI, suggest the technology is within reach.
One area that needs urgent attention, however, is to ensure that the reading environment is
protected from the intrusions of notifications, targeted advertising, and other interruptions
that can undermine the reader’s ability to absorb information or be transported by narrative.
There have already been some encouraging steps taken in this area on a voluntary basis,
with Apple adopting ‘Do Not Disturb’ and ‘Screen Time’ monitoring facilities on their
devices. However, these features are far from the universal standards implemented, for
example, to counter dangerous levels of sound from headphones.
The bottom line is that it is absolutely vital that young people in particular should be able
to read online in a more mindful manner, without being subject to the bombardments
of the attention economy. Therefore we recommend that:
Recommendation 4: The Government should work with tech companies to develop
new product standards that can allow users to control their settings more easily or that
have default settings that promote a better reading environment. For example, a ‘reading
mode’ could immediately switch online browsing on smartphones to optimal settings
for reading (e.g. blocking distracting pop-ups/adverts).
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Finally, there is the huge social challenge that is young people’s mental health outcomes.
As we have seen from our Millennium Cohort Study analysis, the attention economy is
perhaps not a benign influence in this worrying development. This is not the place for a
lengthy array of policies that could help improve young people’s mental health outcomes.
However, we do feel that the Government has lost sight of one of the most important
systemic responses to this and the online world – the promotion and strengthening of
good moral character, otherwise known as character education. There are many policies
that flow from this – encouraging character education pedagogies in teacher training;
encouraging Ofsted to make sub-judgements within inspection criteria; a greater focus
on extra-curricular activities – but in truth effective character education requires a whole
school or college approach.
Recommendation 5: The Government needs to reinvigorate the character and resilience
education agenda in all schools, colleges and adult education settings. This should be
incorporated into Ofsted’s new inspection framework.

Support for quality content creators
The next step is to realise and support those we know who produce high-quality content.
The publishing industry has acted as a font for a healthy supply of high-quality, long-form
content. The UK Government has traditionally recognised this fact by keeping printed
books VAT exempt, so as not to impose “a tax on knowledge”.74 The same cannot be said
for eBooks, which remain subject to tax at the full 20%. This has created a digital double
standard which has, in part, stifled the immense opportunities the digital platform brings.
We believe that levelling this VAT treatment would act as a spur for the production and
consumption of high-quality content in the modern attention economy. Of course there
will always be those who prefer printed books, but such a change could release a flood
of good quality content which as of yet has remained untapped. It would encourage
diversity and innovation among online content producers with a new incentive for
consumption, and ensure a more healthy supply of high-quality information into the
rebalanced attention economy. We therefore recommend that:
Recommendation 6: The Government should zero-rate VAT on eBooks, audiobooks,
digital newspapers, journals and other online publications.
As we have discussed in the previous chapter, the traditional guardians of the trust
economy have had their business models rendered inoperable. Local news in particular
has suffered – the number of full-time frontline journalists in the UK industry has dropped
from an estimated 23,000 in 2007 to 17,000 in 2019, and the numbers are still swiftly
declining.75 We desperately crave innovative methods for rejuvenating revenue streams
in the wake of the substantial changes we have outlined. In the wake of the Cairncross
Review into the future of sustainable journalism, the Culture Secretary, Jeremy Wright
pledged to pursue a model of charitable funding for journalistic activity. We welcome
this, as a hugely important source of content for democracy, and recommend that:
Recommendation 7: The Government should make sure both it and The Charity
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Commission deliver on recent promises to enable the philanthropic funding of public
interest journalism, as recommended by the Cairncross review.
While commercial profitability of writing is extremely important for sustaining innovative
writing, authors retain several other streams of revenue. The Society of Authors, the trade
union for writers, illustrators and literary translators, estimates that in between 20152018, Arts Council England expects to spend approximately £46m on literature from a
total budget of over £1.3bn, which represents just 3.5%.76 Arts Council England could
allocate more of its significant budget towards supporting grants that enable, among
other things, training and mentoring to writing talent in the UK.
In the wake of Brexit, the industry risks losing a vital source of income, namely the funding
from Creative Europe, which brings in an estimated £18.4 million per year to the UK.77
It also serves as a primary conduit for British works to be translated to other European
languages, strengthening Britain’s cultural capital. We therefore recommend that:
Recommendation 8: Arts Council England should spend more on literature and the
Government should encourage it to do so. It should also ensure that the UK retains its
membership of Creative Europe, with funding access, after Brexit.
As the UK’s current copyright legislation is woefully out of date, there is a desperate
need to modernise. However, the changes proposed by the recently passed EU Copyright
Directive have the potential to completely change the way content is purveyed on the
internet, which have in turn made it incredibly controversial, especially articles 11 and 13.
Article 11 essentially allows journalists to charge social media companies for posting
content on their sites, ostensibly reclaiming click revenue that has been lost as a result
of just the headline being read, and not the full article.78 The intention behind this has
been to protect the rights of journalists for their content. However, this has created the
worry that small and medium sized publishers could lose out, due to platforms such as
Google and Facebook pulling their content off the platform entirely. This also presents
the need to strike a balance between free expression and fair compensation for the
content produced. We propose that publishers be put in control of their right to claim
their material, but not to the detriment of free expression.
Recommendation 9: The Government should consult with the publishing industry on a
potential publishers’ waiver on the Article 11 of the Digital Single Market Directive. The
objective should be to put publishers themselves in control of their own rights, so that
they can pass on their licence to publish if they choose, but be compensated by tech
companies, as Article 11 recommends, if they prefer.

Reading and Writing in Society
The final step is to transform the UK into a society of readers and writers, by passing on
a true love and passion. To do this, we must protect the physical spaces where those
seeking refuge from the attention economy can go.
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There is a mountain of evidence that libraries provide an overwhelming boost, not only
to literacy and wellbeing, but also to economic prosperity.79 For children particularly,
libraries provide a safe space to engage with high-quality, published content. Therefore
we recommend:
Recommendation 10: The Government should invest in school and college libraries with
the ambition that all schools can provide access to safe reading spaces that protect
children from the attention economy whilst they read online.
In A Society of Readers, we advocated for two schemes: a summer entitlement to reading,
and a national lifetime book gifting scheme. We would like to repeat our calls for these,
while emphasizing the importance of both reading and writing.
A Society of Readers uncovered ample evidence of the scarring effect of the school
summer holiday upon social mobility and disadvantaged educational attainment. This
is an issue that a whole host of vested interests all too regularly duck – and Demos has
long been open to a reform of the school calendar. However, even if the school holiday
was reduced to 3 weeks that is, at best, a mitigation strategy. The basic problem is
that outside of school, privilege will always flex its social capital muscles, with dire
consequences for educational attainment, social mobility and loneliness too. Therefore,
we believe it is time for the Government, working with reading charities, to develop a
universal entitlement for disadvantaged children to enjoy sport, reading and cultural
enrichment over the summer holidays. The evidence shows that reading programmes –
such as the Summer Reading Challenge (see Chapter Three) – can prevent the ‘summer
slide’ for disadvantaged kids, and many programmes do already exist. But they are not
universal and many more disadvantaged pupils should take part in reading and cultural
enrichment programmes over the summer.
Recommendation 11: The Government should work with reading charities to ensure
that all disadvantaged children enjoy an entitlement to a universal summer reading
and creative writing programme over the summer holiday as part of a broader cultural
enrichment strategy.
We believe a crucial part of this encouraging reading will be encouraging a state-sponsored
book gifting scheme. There are a number of civil society-led book gifting schemes that
already give books to people at different stages of their life – for example, the Book
Trust’s ‘Bookstart’ scheme that gifts books to children in their early years. Evaluators find
it “is undoubtedly an important element in supporting parents to develop book sharing
practices.80 The Government should certainly not aim to assimilate these schemes
into a state-backed one and should work with charities to draw upon their expertise.
Nevertheless, we believe that it would say something subtle but profound about who we
are as a nation – and the centrality of reading within that – if the state were to enshrine
book gifting as an entitlement at key stages of a citizen’s life, such as: starting school,
leaving school, entering the labour market, leaving prison, reaching state pension age.
Recommendation 12: The Government should develop a national lifetime book gifting
scheme, enshrining book ownership and reading as a key citizen entitlement. It should
also work with publishers to explore the possibility of public book banks, run by Reading
Ambassadors.
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Conclusion: Towards a digital
social charter
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The digital era is radically transforming the way we read and publish information, and
with this transformation there will be challenges and opportunities.
This report has focused on how the changing world of publishing and consumption of
content is affecting individuals and communities, offering policy solutions to ensure
these impacts are well-managed. In a time when information is instant, the report has
found the most pressing of challenges to be that of quality and substance of content.
The focus for policymakers, therefore, must be striking a balance between the benefits
of open, online publishing world with the quality and substance of its content. We believe
the best way to achieve this is by working with individuals, technology companies, the
publishing industry, and governments to ensure everyone plays a role in regulating this
online world. We think of this as a digital social charter: a common effort to secure
common rewards.
The evidence around the direct impacts on physical and, to a lesser extent, mental
wellbeing of individuals consuming content online remains inconclusive. We therefore
believe more research should be done to help governments and tech-companies design
healthier online spaces.
To ensure quality, we should be considering what can be done by governments, individuals
and tech companies to create better online spaces. The Government and technology
platforms in particular should be looking at how to make online platforms provide the
best environment for reading online, from creating algorithms, to ensuring the highest
quality content reaches readers, to developing standards for online products that enable
readers to tailor their own settings. And last, but not least, individuals can also do more;
publicly trained voluntary ‘Citizen Editors’ could become stewards for our online content,
safeguarding users from online harms.
There is also more we can be doing to ensure what is posted online is of high-quality.
The current business model in the ‘attention economy’ can sometimes incentivise lowquality content, or misinformation. To compensate this government can do more to
support good quality. A zero-rate VAT could help online publications continue to provide
content of high-quality, free at the point of access. In addition, the government can guide
our public institutions, such as The Charity Commission and Art Council England, to do
more to support the online publishing industry.
All the while, we should not forget the original reading community. As this report has
highlighted, and the previous Demos report A Society of Readers has found, the benefits
of reading are huge: from fighting loneliness to improving mental well-being. And just
because we are increasingly reading content online, this should not come at the cost of
offline content. We therefore believe more should be done to preserve and build on our
‘society of readers’ today in the UK. This can come from investment in spaces and skills,
as well as capitalising on social networks through schemes such a ‘national lifetime
book gifting scheme’ to help everyone continue to read.
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Appendix One: Methodology for Millennium Cohort Study
Analysis
The Millennium Cohort Study (MCS) is a national longitudinal birth cohort study following
the lives of around 19,500 children born in the UK between January 2015 and April 2016.
The MCS is one of the most comprehensive longitudinal studies providing information
on the cohort’s demographics, behavioural development and life experiences.
Our analysis is based on the MCS Wave 6 which is the most recent dataset collected
from January 2015 to March 2016. The Wave 6 dataset was collected from 11,872 cohort
members when cohort members were 14 years old.
Our study explores how three variables – time spent on social media, the internet and
reading for joy – impact life happiness, wellbeing and health and body image of the
cohort which took part in MCS Wave 6.
We defined three groups to analyse the impact of time spent on social media. A low social
media use group is defined as those who use social media up to one hour per day (35
percent), medium social media use is defined as one or two hours per day (32 percent)
while high social media use is defined as three or more hours per day (33 per cent).
A low internet use group is defined as those who spend less than one hour on the internet
(11 percent), a medium internet use is defined as more than one hour or less than 5
hours (55 percent) and high internet use is defined as more than 5 hours and less than
7 hours on the internet (34 percent).
A frequent reader group involved people who read most days, at least once a week and
at least once a month (34 percent) whereas a not frequent reader group is defined as
people who read several times a year, once a year or less and never or almost never (61
percent).
We inquired into the questions on life happiness in general, happiness at school, social
relationships, consumerism, body image, wellbeing and mental health and moral attitudes.
We explored the gendered differences.
We ran a regression analysis to assess the strength and significance of the association.
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Licence to publish
The work (as defined below) is provided under the terms of this licence (‘licence’). The work is protected by
copyright and/or other applicable law. Any use of the work other than as authorized under this licence is
prohibited. By exercising any rights to the work provided here, you accept and agree to be bound by the terms
of this licence. Demos grants you the rights contained here in consideration of your acceptance of such terms
and conditions.
1 Definitions
a) ‘Collective Work’ means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its
entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and independent
works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not
be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this licence.
b) ‘Derivative Work’ means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as
a musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction,
abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or adapted, except
that a work that constitutes a Collective Work or a translation from English into another language will not be
considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this licence.
c) ‘Licensor’ means the individual or entity that offers the Work under the terms of this licence.
d) ‘Original Author’ means the individual or entity who created the Work.
e) ‘Work’ means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this licence.
f) ‘You’ means an individual or entity exercising rights under this licence who has not previously violated the
terms of this licence with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from Demos to exercise
rights under this licence despite a previous violation.
2 Fair Use Rights
Nothing in this licence is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use, first sale or other
limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable laws.
3 Licence Grant
Subject to the terms and conditions of this licence, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, nonexclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) licence to exercise the rights in the Work as
stated below:
a) to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work
as incorporated in the Collective Works;
b) to distribute copies or phono-records of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of
a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works; The above rights may be
exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above rights include the right
to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media and formats. All
rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.
4 Restrictions
The licence granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions:
a) You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the
terms of this licence, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this licence with
every copy or phono-record of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally
perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the terms of this licence or
the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the Work. You must keep intact
all notices that refer to this licence and to the disclaimer of warranties. You may not distribute, publicly display,
publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any technological measures that control access or
use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of this licence Agreement. The above applies to the
Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work
itself to be made subject to the terms of this licence. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any
Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Collective Work any reference to such Licensor
or the Original Author, as requested.
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b) You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You in Section 3 above in any manner that is primarily
intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation. The exchange of
the Work for other copyrighted works by means of digital file sharing or otherwise shall not be considered to
be intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation, provided there
is no payment of any monetary compensation in connection with the exchange of copyrighted works.
c) If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or any Collective
Works, you must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and give the Original Author credit reasonable
to the medium or means You are utilizing by conveying the name (or pseudonym if applicable) of the Original
Author if supplied; the title of the Work if supplied. Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner;
provided, however, that in the case of a Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any
other comparable authorship credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable
authorship credit.
5 Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
a) By offering the Work for public release under this licence, Licensor represents and warrants that, to the best
of Licensor’s knowledge after reasonable inquiry:
i) Licensor has secured all rights in the Work necessary to grant the licence rights hereunder and to
permit the lawful exercise of the rights granted hereunder without You having any obligation to pay any royalties,
compulsory licence fees, residuals or any other payments;
ii) The Work does not infringe the copyright, trademark, publicity rights, common law rights or any other
right of any third party or constitute defamation, invasion of privacy or other tortious injury to any third party.
b) Except as expressly stated in this licence or otherwise agreed in writing or required by applicable law, the
work is licensed on an ‘as is’ basis, without warranties of any kind, either express or implied including, without
limitation, any warranties regarding the contents or accuracy of the work.
6 Limitation on Liability
Except to the extent required by applicable law, and except for damages arising from liability to a third party
resulting from breach of the warranties in section 5, in no event will licensor be liable to you on any legal theory
for any special, incidental, consequential, punitive or exemplary damages arising out of this licence or the use
of the work, even if licensor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
7 Termination
a) This licence and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the
terms of this licence. Individuals or entities who have received Collective Works from You under this licence,
however, will not have their licences terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance
with those licences. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this licence.
b) Subject to the above terms and conditions, the licence granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the
applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work
under different licence terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election
will not serve to withdraw this licence (or any other licence that has been, or is required to be, granted under the
terms of this licence), and this licence will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.
8 Miscellaneous
a) Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work or a Collective Work, Demos offers to the
recipient a licence to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the licence granted to You under this licence.
b) If any provision of this licence is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity
or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this licence, and without further action by the parties to this
agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid
and enforceable.
c) No term or provision of this licence shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver
or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.
d) This licence constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There
are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor
shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This licence
may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of Demos and You.
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